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 1. India study: Funded by the British Academy, collaboration 
with Prof Anupama Roy, JNU, India; in Punjab and Gujarat –
the two of the most significant migrant-origin states in India 
– where interviewed 57 women (survivors/victims?) and 21 
practitioners (police, lawyers, women’s orgs);

 2. UK study: Funded by University of Lincoln, collaboration 
with Asha Projects, London; interviews with 26 South Asian 
women who accessed a refuge service to exit an abusive 
relationship primarily between 2-14 years back (medium-
long term outcomes);

 Both research utilised life history interviews – to move away 
from incident-centred understanding of domestic violence;

 Will move between the two studies to reflect on the themes 
indicated in the today’s programme. 

Takes three main forms (primarily based on India study):

 When a  woman migrates upon marriage to join her husband and 
is subjected to a period of neglect, abuse and exploitation, 
following which she is either thrown out of the marital home or 
less commonly, leaves to escape the violence; 

 Where following marriage migration and abuse, the woman is 
taken back to her country of origin either coercively or 
deceptively (e.g., for a holiday) and abandoned there while the 
husband returns back and revokes her visa; 

 Where the husband comes to India to marry and leaves shortly 
afterwards with assurances that he will apply for her visa but 
fails to do so – in these cases, the woman is either abandoned 
with her in-laws or at her natal home, and never migrates. 

 Prior relationship of husband (considered unsuitable by the 
family) and purpose of marriage was to secure family’s status 
and belongingness within their community; or his health issues;

 The wife’s role as carer, for her domestic labour and paid work 
in all cases – but this her only role where left with in-laws; 

 A range of abuse incl. neglect, coercive control, physical assault, 
sexual violence (from husband or his relatives), denial of food 
and adequate lodgings (e.g., bed, warm clothes), 
malnourishment and confinement within the family home; 

 For marriage migrants, if the woman did not accept the position 
allocated to her, taken back to India and abandoned; 

 Dowry - mobile  form of global capital  available to men; 
ongoing violence and coercion associated with continuing dowry 
demands for women left with in-laws.
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 He never stayed at home – he was out most nights, and I thought, maybe 
he was with someone else. I refused to have any relations with him, but 
his parents wanted a grandchild. He complained to his mother, "It seems 
that this girl does not like me. She does not even allow me to touch her!" 
When my mother-in-law talked to me about it, I told her, "We haven't 
even spoken to each other properly yet. How can we have any relations 
with each other?" After that, one night when I came home from work, my 
mother-in-law gave me food and milk to drink and I fell asleep. I don't 
know what happened, what was in it, but when I got up in the morning, I 
found bite marks on my shoulders, breast, neck, thighs and stomach. I 
had pain all over my body and in my stomach. I called out but no one 
was home. When I called up my husband, he told me that he had (sexual) 
relations with me (Chandni, 35).

 A third of the research participants disclosed sexual violence 
perpetrated by their husband, while a fifth of the research 
participants had been coerced into undergoing abortion(s). 

 Also in the context of disinterest by husband, women 
seen to have lost the protection derived from men’s 
claims to exclusive sexual access to their wives;

 Just under a quarter (13 women) disclosed sexual 
harassment/violence by male in-laws – primarily father-
in-law and in a few cases, brother-in-law. 

 My father-in-law began coming to the room where I used to sleep 
with my son to watch me sleeping. When he began to touch me, I 
used to get up and get angry. Once, I even slapped him. When I told 
my husband about it he did not believe me. Instead, he threatened 
me. Then I told my mother-in-law, and she said, “Are you going to 
disgrace your god-like father-in-law?” 

 All the women interviewed had sole responsibility for domestic labour in the 
household while a minority of women who engaged in paid work experienced 
appropriation of their wages (broader social context of gendered division of 
domestic labour); 

 A majority of women left with in-laws also suffered abuse and control in the 
context of micro-management of their domestic labour and about half of the 
women were denied food and adequate lodgings, and subjected to degrading 
treatment.

 When I went there, I soon found out why they chose me. They have a really big 
house. I cleaned upstairs, downstairs, garden, everything. I even used to wash 
their cars. It wasn’t a real marriage, my husband was too disabled to even know 
who I was, it was like having a servant in the house. To look after them forever, 
you know. Even if I was ill they wouldn’t take me to a doctor, they would not give 
me medicine. I’d still have to do all the house work when I was ill. Once I had a 
tooth ache – it was really, really painful – I didn’t eat anything for a whole week. 
Only then did they take me to a dentist and got my teeth extracted. I could eat 
only after everybody ate – I would make chapatti while they were eating. I had to 
clear up and clean everything, only after that could I eat. My mother-in-law used 
to keep an eye on what I ate. They didn’t like it if I ate fruit. If I ate three rotis, she 
would tell everybody that I eat lots but don’t do any work. (Mira)

 He often used to hit me. He would tell me that he had much better girls 
to choose from. After three years like this, we came to India for a 
holiday. … After two to three days, he left me at my mother's place. We 
had return tickets - we were planning to go back together after two 
months. But he phoned me and said he was returning to the UK that very 
night and I should come back later. I was surprised, but I thought, he 
must have got some new project at work. We all went to the airport to 
see him off and he left. Later on, he suggested that I stay on to attend 
English classes so I could pass some exams that I was planning to take 
in the UK, so I extended my return ticket. It was only later that I realised 
that he was waiting for my visa to expire. As soon as the deadline 
passed, he called to say he was going to divorce me (Hira, 32).
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 The abandoned woman – stigma and loss of status in a 
context where marriage primary marker of woman’s 
identity;

 Ex-parte divorce, intentional deprivation of rights incl. 
financial settlement upon divorce, maintenance;

 Liminal status - for many an ongoing status as no 
resolution (as ex-parte divorce in UK not recognised in 
India);

 Financial insecurity, precarious position in natal home as 
dowry lost, women a threat to brother’s inheritance. 

 So she may be subjected to coercive control – domestic servitude (women’s 
coerced labour often invisible and naturalised);

 Exploitation of women’s paid work;

 Imprisonment within the home;

 Rape by husband/ sexual violence by other in-laws;

 Forced pregnancy or abortion;

 Threats to deport her/ take her children away;

 Also implications of disclosure by women on family’s honour – esp. where 
marriage to hide husband’s deviant sexuality – so women may face HBV

 as well as other more ‘recognisable’ forms of dv

 Underpinning this is the threat of transnational abandonment.

 Similar to women with no recourse to public funds – immigration status an 
additional barrier which prevents women from leaving or seeking help;

 An additional factor which exacerbates the nature and form of dv and men (and 
their families) use their knowledge of the women’s extra vulnerability to exercise 
power and control;

 And when borders actually crossed, any rights – eg., DV Concession – rendered 
fragile and illusory;

 Immigration control and policing of borders serves to prevent women from 
coming back – even where children involved (but more routes in these cases);

 Women excluded from legal proceedings relating to divorce or financial 
settlements, and absence prevents them from initiating any criminal proceedings;

 Potential separation with/from children.

 Where women at risk of being abandoned –
advice relating to taking dowry (jewellery) with 
them;

 Advice about returning if visa not revoked;

 Document any disclosures, so evidence there 
if needed later.
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 Following this research and work with SBS and Dawson 
Cornwall solicitors, amended Practice Direction 12j came 
into force in Oct 2017;

 Extends definition of domestic abuse in PD12j to include:

 “dowry-related abuse and transnational marriage 
abandonment; “abandonment” refers to the practice 
whereby a husband, in England and Wales, deliberately 
abandons or “strands” his foreign national wife abroad, 
usually without financial resources, in order to prevent her 
from asserting matrimonial and/or residence rights in 
England and Wales. It may involve children who are either 
abandoned with, or separated from, their mother;”

 About options if abandoned with(out) 
children;

 For CAFCASS, where father seeks sole 
residence arrangements and claims 
(immigrant) mother has left country without 
the children, this should be considered a red 
flag and they need to speak to the mother;

 And options where abandoned with children.

 Recap with audience on state of knowledge
 Several women utilised refuge to escape a (threat of) forced marriage;

 He was horrible. He would hit me and use a knife to scare me, to get 
me to have sex with him. My nights were literally fighting him off 
and I eventually fell pregnant. Whilst I was in Bangladesh I started to 
self-harm just to try and make sense of the trauma, because I didn’t 
know what I could do, who to turn to… Somehow I made the 
connection, like, this is how I can deal with my pain. None of the 
relatives intervened because they all thought that this was what my 
mum wanted and they probably had their own agendas as she was 
sending money over. My uncle's wife would say, ‘if she doesn’t want 
to sleep with you, just leave her alone, she is young,’ but that’s as 
far as it went. Once I was four months pregnant I was brought back 
over here. (Sara)

 Many young women fleeing FM under the age of 18 – additional 
vulnerabilities.
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 Shaista also left threat of FM when under 18, and spoke about 
experiences after rehousing:

 In one year we had to move four times. I thought, how many 
times am I going to have to move, one day I am going to have to 
stay on the street. You tell me, which is going to be worse for me 
– to live in the street, or live with what might happen at home? I 
felt I have no choice, let me just go back.  I think the council is 
not doing enough. I can’t promise you that the violence is never 
going to be happen to me again because I am back where I was 
before. If the housing situation have been resolved, I would have 
stayed out there, studied and got a job. Life would have been 
different. (Shaista)

 The many ways in which violence within homes is connected to 
the forms of violence that prevail outside homes;

 Lack of provision for young women with more complex needs -
eg., lack of parity with young care leavers. 

Narratives of suffering and loneliness
“I got my visa after many months apart. When I hugged him at the 
airport, he didn't hug me back. He started reading a book in the train, 
on the way back home. He had nothing to say to me. When I spoke to 
him, he would talk to me in monosyllables. So the whole thing, my time 
there was like, starvation, language problems… It was a constant 
struggle. I went out on my own, tried to talk to people. But inside, I was 
suffering. And I would ask him, tell him, that I needed companionship, I 
need love, I need to talk to you. But there was nothing from him 
(Jaspreet, 29).”

 Of longing
There were no (sexual) relations between us. I couldn't ask, even when 
I intensely wanted him, and I was sleeping by his side. And he knew 
(but) he never hugged me, never stopped me crying at midnight. In 
public, he behaved like an ideal husband. He would hug me, kiss me 
on my forehead, caress my hand but when we were alone, he would 
not even touch me (Hira, 32).

 Men pressurised into marriage on account of their family’s 
rejection of their relationship, their deviant sexuality;

 Soon after I came here, I realised that the marriage was a 
sham. He stayed away from home for days at a time. When I 
questioned him, he said, “You are nothing to me. I married 
you for my parents, your job is to look after them.” When I 
complained to his parents, they said it was up to me to make 
him want to stay at home (Bina, 26).

 Six months he would come to India.  While in India, he would 
take me to various hill stations but every time his partner – a 
man - was also with us. Once or twice, I saw them having 
sex. During that time, I became pregnant. I was very happy to 
learn that, but then he started beating me with stick and iron 
chain which led to a miscarriage (Bhavi, 50).

 Disability and fm - in 2016, the FMU gave advice or support 
relating to a possible forced marriage in 1,145 women and 283 
men  (80% female vs 20% male victims);

 In the 140 cases (10%) involved victims who had either a physical 
or learning disability, 50 (39%) were female and 90 were male 
(61%);

 If we exclude those with disabilities, out of the 1288 victims, 
85% female;

 Intersectional approach – gender + disability + ??;

 Need to consider the contexts and consequences of the coercive 
marriage.
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 In India study - 14 out of 57 men pressurised 
into the marriage;

 BUT current understandings of forced marriage 
gender neutral – don’t take into account 
consequences of such marriages;

 Forms of coercion gendered – but that in itself is 
not as significant – consequences of FM different;

 Domestic violence and space for action…

 Where issues related to disability, sexuality or coercive marriages 
of men that have taken place, need to ALSO examine position of 
women in those marriages;

 Else we spot and act on one form of dv but fail to see another 
that often goes with it;

 Solution of nullity may render women in an untenable position 
and deprive them of rights;

 What solutions exist for her?

 Also, need better provision for young women leaving refuge 
following (threat of) forced marriage – discrepancy between 
treatment of care-leavers and FM survivors untenable.

 (India and UK study)

 Ongoing demands for dowry, and escalating violence where such 
demands could not be met, were significant contexts for abuse for the 
vast majority of the women in TMA study, and for some women in UK 
study; 

 My in-laws asked for Rs. 10 lakhs (£10,000) to file my visa application. 
My parents managed to raise half that, but my in-laws dropped me off at 
my parents’ house and told me that I was to stay there till they paid the 
balance. It was only when my parents found the money and I was 
allowed to go back to their house (Radha, 24).

 Inability to meet dowry demands eventually triggered abandonment for 
most of the women left behind with their in-laws.

 Soon after the marriage, my mother-in-law and my husband, who had 
earlier said that they don't want anything, began demanding a car and 
other costly items, and started harassing my father for them. When we 
could no longer satisfy their demands, my husband commented, “Our 
divorce will come about very quickly, won't it?" I thought he was joking. 
But I realised later that he was indeed telling the truth (Namita, 26).

 Dowry a factor in almost all cases of transnational marriages, and 
in some marriages where both bride and groom UK residents;

 In many cases, dowry abuse and appropriation primary purpose of 
transnational marriage;

 In some TMA cases, dowry abuse a consequence (also) of the 
transnational borders and impossibility of negotiating 
transnational legal systems;

 Long-term consequences of loss of dowry for women of South 
Asian origin;

 So what can practitioners do about it in the UK?
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 Dowry is a woman’s pre-mortem inheritance from her parents given at the time of her 
marriage – often all that she will inherit (practice common in South Asia);

 Often in the form of goods (household goods) and most of all jewellery (gold);

 So personal effects takes on a very different culturally specific meaning here;

 You know when I left, I didn’t have any of my belongings, not even my jewelry from 
my parents. The police were not very helpful – my father-in-law, he didn’t let us get 
in. And the police said, oh, he is the householder, so we tried but nothing happened, 
we had to leave the house and come back. They could have insisted, you know, said, 
“She has belongings there.” They told me that I could go to court to get things back. 
That’s a long and costly process and there’s no guarantee of success. I lost everything 
– every single thing. (Puneet)

 So when a woman leaves, going back to collect personal belongings can the one (and 
only) opportunity to get her dowry back;

 So particular implications of the first few days after leaving, and importance of 
prioritising the collection of belongings.

 And need to consider dowry as a special form of property protected in financial 
settlements following divorce.

 In many ways, honour or its opposite, shame, was a feature that 
was present in all the forms of domestic violence in both studies;

 Whether as the factor that motivated the forced marriage –
imperative being to control daughter’s sexuality;

 Whether as a context for the coercive marriage of men – to hide 
their deviant sexuality/ unsuitable relationship from community;

 As a barrier to women’s disclosure of violence and exit from the 
relationship – as that would bring shame on the family;

 As the reason why leaving the abusive relationship often meant 
leaving their entire community of  friends, relatives and social  
networks (often even their natal family) in the medium to long 
term for survivors.

 Common basis to all domestic violence, the socio-cultural context of patriarchy - gender, power 
and control;

 Perpetrators seek to maintain and perpetuate their (socio-culturally sanctioned) power through 
the abuse;

 Important to recognise that ALL of us located within our socio-cultural contexts;

 Violence effects all women – yes BUT…

 This well-meaning phrase put forward as a counterpoint to perspectives that positioned dv as 
something that happened ‘on the council estates’ – so effects everyone, therefore we should be 
concerned;

 However, it is also important to recognise different manifestations of domestic violence among 
women depending on intersections of different identities (gender, race, class, ability, 
immigration status, ethnicity) – in part so we can respond to it appropriately;

 Problem for practitioners – how to avoid problematisation of particular minoritised groups – a 
racialised response to violence against women in minority communities;

 without denying the specific forms of VAW that they experience – an anti-racial silence that 
sacrifices the voice of women within particular communities.

 Common socio-cultural roots of all domestic violence – which is not just 
individual acts but enabled by broader norms relating to gender, power 
and patriarchal control BUT may take specific forms in particular 
communities and contexts. 

 So crucially, we need to be aware of the role of the state in this through 
its (lack of) laws and through immigration policies;

 Eg., the inadequacy of national and transnational legal mechanisms 
served to create transnational brides as a particularly vulnerable 
category of women who could be abused and exploited with impunity.

 Requires us to understand how, in a globalised world, gender intersects 
with other identities including class, diability, age and 
nationality/immigration status;

 Uncomfortable political climate in which to bring these issues to 
attention – where (‘undesirable’) transnational marriages are coming 
under increasing state scrutiny; agenda that of immigration control, 
rather than extending citizenship rights.
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 For full report, ‘South Asian women’s journeys 
towards freedom: Medium to long term outcomes 
for women who have accessed Asha’s domestic 
violence services’ contact: sanitha@lincoln.ac.uk

 Disposable women - full report available at: 
http://eprints.lincoln.ac.uk/20091/

 BBC Victoria Derbyshire programme about transnational 
abandonment– based on this research: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6OmhfOgj_4


